Mach2 – Weigh Scale Integration

We Speak Machine. You Can Too.
Mach2 - A Product/Platform that can handle the diverse demands of Weigh Scale Integration
Kors Engineering was recently approached by multiple customers with weigh scale integration
applications. Using the Mach2 Product and Platform, Kors and these customers successfully
accommodated varying scale technology, scale workflows and Plex processes in timeframes
measured in days, not weeks. In this whitepaper we will explore the diversity involved in scale
integration and how these customers were successful in automating scale processes.

THE DIVERSITY
Scale Integration is not a standardized, one-size-fits-all challenge. Some of the differences include:
 How does the scale communicate: via TCP/IP, a serial port, connected to a PLC, or connected to a
PC.
 How frequently does the scale communicate: a continuous readout, when a print/send button is
pushed on the scale, when a read button is pushed on the HMI.
 What data is communicated and in what format/layout: Gross Weight, Unit of Measure, Tare Weight,
a sample scale weight.
 What is the scale workflow/process: One scale per workcenter or a central scale serves many
workcenters, Verify the Unit of Measure matches Plex, Zero out scale before each new container or
a set frequency, Capture actual Tare Weight using the empty container or use the standard tare
weight from Plex, Capture the piece weight from a sample scale or use the standard piece weight
from Plex, Track the Gross Weight as the container is filled or of an already populated container.
 What Plex process/transactions are being performed: Are we recording production – at standard
pack or at varying quantities, recording scrap, or truing up the container’s quantity, net, tare and
gross weights, is other dunnage built into the piece weight or does it need to be considered

JEFFERSON SOUTHERN
Scale Setup

A dedicated scale for each workcenter

Scale
Connectivity

A TCP/IP protocol implemented to read weight output from scale, includes
Gross Weight and Unit of Measure

Scale
Process

Zero scale, Weight empty tare, Load parts until standard pack is reached

Mach2
Process

Plex Process

Enforce Scale process, request scale output every 2 seconds, calculate
container quantity based on gross weight reading, calculate variance
between actual piece weight “as measured” and standard piece weight
from Plex and alert on differences, count parts until standard pack is reached
and prompt the operator to record production when container is full, record
production in Plex and, if successful, request from Plex and print the container
label or display Plex rejection message otherwise.
Setup workcenter for part being run, have proper standard pack and
standard piece weight, and production will be recorded via webservices.
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ANONYMOUS CUSTOMER
Scale Setup

A shared scale for many workcenters

Scale
Connectivity

A TCP/IP protocol implemented to read weight output from scale, Gross Weight

Scale
Process

A container of scrap arrives from a workcenter, place the container on the scale

Mach2
Process

Plex Process

Operator selects workcenter the scrap came from, lookup workcenter status, job,
part, standard tare weight and standard piece weight, operator presses “Weigh
Container” button, 4 weight readings are taken and compared to verify the scale is
“settled”, once correct the weight is used to calculate scrap pieces in the container,
the operator presses the “Record Scrap” button and scrap is recorded in Plex
Setup workcenter for part being run, standard tare weight and standard piece
weight, and “Production – Scrap” is recorded
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BUSCHE PERFORMANCE GROUP
Scale Setup

A dedicated scale for each workcenter

Scale
Connectivity

Serial to Ethernet converter, continuous stream of scale readings, includes Gross
Weight and Unit of Measure

Scale
Process

Verify Unit of Measure is correct (lbs, not kgs), Zero scale, collect actual tare from
empty container, Load parts until standard pack is reached

Mach2
Process
Plex Process

Enforce Scale process, accept a reading every two seconds and verify the scale is
“settled”, calculate variance between actual piece weight and standard from Plex
and alert on differences, automatically record production at standard pack and
print the container label
Setup workcenter for part being run, have proper standard pack and standard piece
weight (adjusted for inserts), and production will be recorded via webservices

Using the Mach2 Product and Platform, the Kors Engineering team and these customers
successfully accommodated varying scale technology, scale workflows and Plex processes
in timeframes measured in days, not weeks!
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